SOFTBALL POST-SEASON MINUTES
Meeting took place on June 5, 2018
League Reps not present Southern and Metro Conference
COACHES CONCERNS AND COMMENTS:
Wanted to make sure that problems with arbiter and the associations
were resolved.
OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION REPORT:
➢ Reminder about Jewelry. Once the umpires ask if your team is
properly equipped; if they find a player with jewelry on the first
offense is a warning to the team. The second time it is restriction
to the bench for the head coach. Umpires are seeing more chains
etc. that should not be worn.
➢ North County is having some problems with getting paid but it
might be an internal problem and one they are hoping to resolve
shortly.
CIF INFORMATION:
➢ Finals to stay at UCSD on Friday and Saturday. Recommendation
to outfield stands as we continue to attract larger crowds

➢ The seeding will move to MaxPreps next year based on a vote of
the advisory group. The advisory group asked that we make sure
MaxPreps has the correct leagues divisions etc.
➢ Discussion about changing the start time for games at Poway
sports plex for next year so we don’t have teams playing until
10:30 p.m. like we did again this year. Game times will be set at
12:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. for next year.
➢ Section office complimented the 2 associations for their ability to
work together seamlessly to keep games moving at the sports
parks by mixing crews.
➢ Discussion took place about the possible change in the calendar
for the 2019-2020 season with the addition of state or regional
playoffs in softball. There currently is not much information
readily available once that comes out we will send that out to
advisory members and coaches.
The ALL CIFSDS selection followed the advisory meeting.
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